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KMB Greening Its Operations

Chamber members pose for
a group photo at KMB’s
Lai Chi Kok Depot.

Visitors to Hong Kong never fail to be
impressed by the efficiency and variety of
modes of public transportation that shuttle
commuters around this compact city. MTR
trains, double-decker busses, mini-busses,
and ferries rarely leave passengers waiting for
more than a few minutes. The price we have
to pay for this high efficiency, however, is
high roadside air pollution.

Chamber visited Kowloon Motor Bus (KMB)
Depot in Lai Chi Kok on September 7. The
company operates around 4,000 busses, which
serve around 2.8 million passenger trips a day.

Bus operators have been criticized for putting
too many old polluting busses on the roads to
raise revenues from bus advertisements, rather
than responding to passenger load factors. As
a result, dozens of practically empty busses
clog the roads and emit hazardous emissions
throughout the day. Members of the travelling
public, on the other hand, often wish busses
were more frequent.

KMB’s Lai Chi Kok bus depot obtained
ISO14011 certification in 2003, the
internationally recognized standard for
environmental management systems. In
addition to recycling water to wash busses,
the company also retreads around 32,400
tyres every year, equivalent to about 60% of
tyres in use on KMB busses.

To see what some bus operators are doing to
reduce their impact on the environment, the

Member’s learned that 580 KMB busses reach
Euro IV-standard emissions when they are on
the road, and in 2006 the company took
delivery of two Euro IV E-Friendly busses.

The tour was a partner event with the Council
for Sustainable Development for its public
engagement exercise on improving air quality.
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Monitoring the Air We Breathe
Continuing its efforts to tackle air
pollution, the Chamber organized a
visit to the Central Air Pollution Index
and air monitoring station on
September 12. The facility, located at
the junction of Chater Road & Des
Voeux Road, sends real time air quality
readings to the EPD’s air quality data
processing centre to calculate the API.
“We update the API on our Website
every hour to alert the public, especially
schools, so if air pollution in the area is
very high, they can decide to postpone
events such as sporting activities, or the public will be aware of the
high air pollution,” explained Albert Leung, Senor Environmental
Protection Officer with the EPD’s Air Science Group.
He added that the readings are also used to forecast the coming
day’s API by inputting data together with weather forecasts
from the Hong Kong observatory into its air quality model.
The technique allows the EPD to predict air pollution rates for
the coming two days. The API on the EPD’s Website also lists a
breakdown of each pollutant level.
Members said they hoped such indexes could be more visible, such
as publishing them in newspapers or on electronic billboards at
roadsides to give citizens more information about the current air
quality situation. They also agreed that an Air Pollution Alert
should be established, but the challenge in implementing it would
be how citizens and businesses react to such a system.
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